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Something I want to flag for #MAEdu this morning:

The Board of Ed meets next Tuesday; agenda is here:

You will note the second item on the agenda is "Proposed Amendments to Student Learning Time Regulations, 603 CMR

27.00 (Standards for Remote Learning and Hybrid Learning) — Discussion and Vote to Adopt Emergency Regulations"

You will also note there is no backup as yet:

In other words, the actual proposed emergency regulations that the Commissioner will be asking the Board to adopt on the 

spot next Tuesday are not actually publicly available as yet. 
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Note that the deadline to file to comment next Tuesday is today at 5 pm.

The Board passing regulations is roughly equivalent to school committees passing policy changes, something which

generally goes through multiple readings at multiple meetings (or passes through subcommittees or both) because public

process is super important.

Not so much, here.

Let me share the bit that I do know (there is, of course, nothing as yet in writing, because...see above).

You might recall that last month, the Department required all districts to fill out documentation on how they were providing

education to students right now: hours in classrooms, hours of synchronous online, hours of asynchronous online, sampling

by grade with exceptions noted.

What superintendents were told--and I am very clear on this part--was that it was so the Department could adequately

respond to concerns being expressed that X district was doing this...in other words, to respond to hearsay about what was

being provided by districts.

(You might also recall that I ever said that this made some sense, as it aligned with DESE's general "collect information

about what districts are doing so as to have the story straight" mode.)

Yes, well...

The emergency regulations are, as I understand it, going to lay our requirements on precisely how remote and hybrid

learning are to be provided: required numbers of hours of synchronous learning, over required number of days.

This is, of course, coming from the Department--and I could go on at length about this but will not here--that has not

engaged in any meaningful way with districts that are remote learning on what is successful, what is not, and why they have

made the choices they have.

I could easily dig up quotes from this Commissioner on how he intended to engage with districts, with superintendents, with

teachers, with the local level in ways that were a break from past practice.

I won't because A) it's too easy and B) I have actual work to do this morning.

I will say that I am angry and sick about this.

And so so so tired.

#MAEdu

but yeah, reporters, might want to look into that.
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